
Taste Part I



Two Types
Primary - the mouth and body 
has  specific receptors for these 
tastes

Secondary – Trigger receptor 
activities in the body (not taste 
receptors)

Both combine with smell to 
create flavour



Taste
Begins with stimulation by food or drink on 
taste buds found on the tongue and the back 
of the mouth

Taste buds are located on small mushroom 
like folds called papillae

Respond to five different kinds of stimuli: 
salty, sweet, sour, bitter and umami 
(sometimes called savory or meat-like)

Taste receptors are all over the body



Mouse studies have found that:

Gut receptors can detect nutrients 
from food

Knocking out taste receptors in testes 
and sperm (of mice) made them 
infertile

Taste receptors seem to have a role 
with our immune response against 
bacteria and parasites



Taste
Five tastes:

Sweet, salty, sour, bitter and umami

Flavour recognition comes from 
retronasal smell

How you can tell a peach from a 
cherry?

Most foods consist of a combination of 
chemicals which can have more than 
one type of taste



Since we have all five taste receptors –
we need to eat all five – many foods 
have more than one – recipes often 
have all five 

If not the recipe – then the meal.

Food charts often include fat and spicy

This can make it easier to make 
adjustment for flavour



We do have fat receptors (alpha –
decrease fat burning and beta –
increases fat burning )

And fat is important to improving taste 
satisfaction

Spicy does not have receptors - it’s a 
secondary flavour that can help with 
the first five



5 Types
Sweet: Locks onto G-Protein receptors and signals high 
energy

Salty: Receptors essential for maintaining body fluids 
especially sodium

Sour: Locks onto receptors allow for protons to enter 
cells and lower PH of cells

Bitter: Look onto receptors similar to umami and sweet 
– alert system for potential toxin – also acts a balance to 
sweet

Umami: Involves the binding amino acids including 
glutamic acid (MSG) and follow a similar signaling 
cascade as sweet and bitter



Sour and salty bring about 
physiological changes through ion 
channels

Sweet, bitter and umami (the 
perception of these flavours) is 
mediated through G-protein receptors

Mouth receptors help with food 
discrimination, appetite and nutrient 
evaluation



Taste receptors in the gut relate to 
nutrient utilization and inhibition of 
appetite

They are believed to be part of the 
enteroendocrine system 

Are known as chemosensory receptors

Which means essentially specialized 
sensory receptors that can generate a 
physical signals



The gut taste receptors also sense chemicals 
(including nutrients) in the GI Tract

They identify them, activate the vagus nerve

Vagus nerve is a main brain-gut pathway

This now connects the tastes receptors in 
the gut to the rest of the body function

Plus there are taste receptors in many other 
parts of the body such as the lungs and the 
kidneys



The tastes we are exposed to as infants 
is sweet and umami

Animal milks are also sweet and 
umami

Fermented milk adds sours (from lactic 
acid bacteria)

Cheese also contains more sodium 
than milk as it is often added as part of 
the cheese-making process to control 
the fermentation  process



As the infant gets older, flavour preferences 
start to develop  

Infant taste receptors develop and learn to 
distinguish nutrients and what it means for 
physical and metabolic function

Lack of receptors and therefore, lack of taste 
or sense of flavour has been linked to higher 
BMI and obesity

Also linked to health issues especially those 
develop in later age



Sweet
Sweet receptors are found everywhere

Mainly because glucose represents energy

All areas of the body need glucose

Pancreas  and gut sweet receptors and 
malfunction is being linked to diabetes 2

Sweet receptors are linked to hormone 
function such as insulin, glucagon, leptin 
and ghrelin



Sweet foods alone can increase sweet 
receptors

Also increase cravings 

Important to assess the level of sweet 
preference a client has

Sweet tasting foods are obvious

But many foods with have sweet mixed 
in with other primary and secondary 
tastes



Vegetables are a good example

All have sweet as all contain glucose

Phytonutrients or bitter tastes can 
masked the sweet taste

The sweet taste present are signaling 
the body that energy is being received

Bitter receptors help balance the 
effects of sweet receptors



Bitter

Receptors in both mouth and 
intestines

Tas2rs is for bitter

Multiple Tas2rs are even found in 
smooth muscle in the respiratory 
system

Bitter was an agonist for this type of 
receptor can act as a potential 
bronchodialator



Bitter receptors in lungs have hair-like 
protrusions called cilia 

When bitter receptors sense bacteria 
the cilia release nitric oxide to expel 
bacteria from the airways

Bitter also stimulate antibacterial 
peptides

Sweet receptors in lungs inhibit bitter 
receptors unless glucose levels (in 
lungs) drop which is a sign of an 
increase of bacteria



Mouse study look to see if bitter 
chemical from hops affects metabolic 
function

TAS2rs108 – one of 35 that mice have, 
stimulated GLP-1 secretion

GLP-1 is a hormone that regulates the 
secretion of insulin and inhibits 
appetite

Also changed bile homeostasis 

Bile  ducts has Tas2rs 



Bitter is not just in greens like 
dandelion leaves, rapini

Chocolate, coffee, tea, beer, wine 

But harder to taste because of other 
chemicals that balance the bitter

You can do this, too, to foods that are 
too bitter for your taste

Can add ingredients to balance the 
bitterness



It is not your perception of the bitter 
taste that activates the action through 
the receptor

It’s the chemical in the food that locks 
onto the receptor to trigger the action

Within the body – there is no “taste” 
sensation such as sweet or bitter

Just a signal


